
•  How does heat move? 

•  What is a fully-aligned air barrier and why do we 
need one? 

•  Pictorial overview of ENERGY STAR-required air 
barrier alignment items 

•  Communicating the benefits of air barriers to buyers 

•  Review of FirstEnergy incentives and ENERGY 
STAR marketing resources 

Overview of This Webinar 
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How Does Heat Move? 
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How Does Heat Move? 

It is most effective to control heat loss through a building envelope in this order: 
1.  Convection - heat movement in a fluid (liquid or gas) at a nonuniform 

temperature owing to the variation of its density and the action of gravity. 
2.  Conduction - transmission through or by means of a conductor. 
3.  Radiation - the process of emitting radiant energy in the form of waves or 

particles. 



•  Pressure difference 

•  Stack Effect 

•  Unbalanced HVAC 
system (leaky ducts) 

•  Pathway 

•  Holes in envelope 

•  Holes between 
spaces 
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What drives air movement (Convection)? 



•  A fully aligned air barrier is a situation where the 
insulation (thermal boundary) and air barrier (pressure 
boundary) are physically touching and working 
together. 
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What is a fully aligned air barrier 

Insulation 

Air barrier 



Conduction 
Convection 

Insulation 

Conduction 
Convection 

Insulation 

Air barrier 
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Why is Air Barrier Alignment Important? 

Most building insulation is 
better at slowing Conduction, 
not Convection 

When used together, Air Barriers and Insulation can stop a greater 
proportion of heat flow through the building envelope. 

Conduction 
Convection 

Air barrier 
Most air barriers are better at 
slowing Convection, not 
Conduction 
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Why is Air Barrier Alignment important? 

Radiation- Since humans are warm creatures, when 
we are close to cold surfaces, we radiate heat to that 
surface, and we are uncomfortable.  When we are 
close to warm surfaces, we radiate less heat to that 
surface, and we are more comfortable.  This is one 
way we can be uncomfortable in a room even when 
the thermostat reads what should be a comfortable 
temperature. 
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Air Barrier Alignment 

A Fully aligned air barrier can slow all three types of 
heat loss, leading to more comfortable inhabitants. 

Warmer interior 
surface 

Conduction 
Convection 

Insulation 

Air barrier 
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What if Air Barrier Alignment is off? 

Air barrier misalignment can be caused by either a missing 
element, or a gap between the elements.  When the air 
barrier alignment is off, convective loops can form more 
easily inside the walls, increasing cold spots in the walls, 
and decreasing comfort.  This increased heat loss will also 
cause HVAC equipment to work harder to maintain 
temperature. 

Conduction 

Convection 

Insulation 

Air barrier 

Cooler interior 
surface 





3.1.1 

No air barrier installed prior to 
tub installation. 

Walls behind showers and 
tubs 

Air barrier installed behind the 
tub. 

B 





3.1.2 

No rigid air barrier is installed 
behind fireplace. 

Walls behind fireplaces 

Rigid air barrier is installed 
behind fireplace. 

B 





3.1.3 

Improperly installed insulation 
and no rigid backing. 

Attic knee walls 

Properly insulated, backed, 
and air-sealed knee wall. 

E 



 3.1.4   Skylight shaft walls 

26 



3.1.4 

Rigid air barrier not installed 
to hold insulation in place. 

Skylight shaft walls 

Rigid air barrier is installed to 
hold insulation in place, and 
sealed. 

A 



3.1.5   Wall adjoining porch roof 
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Install an air barrier at porch roofs 



3.1.5 

No air barrier between porch 
attic and conditioned space. 

Wall adjoining porch roof 

Air barrier is installed prior to 
porch attic framing. 

A 



3.1.5 

Air barrier not sealed between 
porch attic and conditioned 
space. 

Wall adjoining porch roof 

Air barrier is sealed between 
porch attic and conditioned 
space. 

B 





3.1.6 

No air barrier installed under 
staircase. 

Staircase walls 

Air barrier installed under 
staircase and sealed. 
Picture taken from house 
looking into attached garage. 

B 





3.1.8 

No air barrier is present 
between garage and 
conditioned space. 

Garage rim / band joist 
adjoining conditioned space 

Air barrier is present between 
garage and conditioned 
space. 

A 



3.1.9 

Insulation is misaligned due 
to inside stapling of batts . 

All other exterior walls 

Insulation is properly 
installed. 

C 



3.2.1 

Insulation is misaligned with 
floor above. 

Floors above garage 

Insulation is in contact with 
floor above. 

C 

IN CZ’s 5 and up the cavity should be full anyway (R-30 min) 





3.2.2 

Cantilever is not blocked or 
insulated. 

Cantilevered floor 

Cantilever has been properly 
insulated, air sealed, and 
cavity has been blocked. 

D 



3.2.3 

Sub-floor insulation has gaps, 
compression, and 
misalignment.  

Floor above unconditioned basement 
or unconditioned crawlspace 

Sub-floor insulation is 
properly installed and 
supported to be in contact 
with subfloor. . 

C 



3.3.1 

No air barrier is present 
between the dropped ceiling/
soffit and the attic. 

Dropped ceiling/soffit below 
unconditioned attic 

Air barrier is present between 
the dropped ceiling/soffit and 
the attic. 

A 



3.3.2 

Wind baffle installation will not 
allow insulation over the top 
plate. 

All other ceilings  

Wind baffle installation will 
allow proper insulation depth 
over the top plate. 

A 



5.1.1 

Vent sleeve not completely 
sealed. 

Duct/flue shaft 

Vent and air barrier sealed. 

D 



5.1.2 

Fibrous insulation is not an air 
barrier and cannot be used 
for sealing holes. 

Plumbing/piping 

Neatly cut holes have been 
properly sealed with foam. 

B 



5.1.3 

Holes have been cut 
excessively larger than 
needed making it difficult to 
seal. 

Electrical wiring 

Wiring penetrations have 
been neatly sealed with foam. 

A 



5.1.4 

Roughly cut hole that is larger 
than the fan making it difficult 
to seal. 

Bathroom and kitchen 
exhaust fans 

Fan with a cleanly cut and 
properly sized hole has been 
air sealed to drywall. 

B 



5.1.5 

Non ICAT recessed light 
installed. 

Recessed lighting fixtures adjacent to unconditioned space 
ICAT labeled and fully gasketed. Also, if in insulated ceiling 
without attic above, exterior surface of fixture insulated to ≥ R-10 
in CZ 4 and higher to minimize condensation potential. 

ICAT labeled recessed light 
with trim kit installed. 

A 



5.2.1 

Foam sprayed at exterior 
sheathing and sill plate 
connection leaving gaps 
beneath sill plate. 

All sill plates adjacent to conditioned space sealed to 
foundation or sub-floor with caulk. Foam gasket also 
placed beneath sill plate if resting atop concrete or 
masonry and adjacent to conditioned space. 

Installed foamed exterior 
sheathing intersection as well 
as the sill plate to sub-floor 
connection. 

B 



5.2.3 

Top plate to drywall 
connection not sealed. 

Sheetrock sealed to top plate at all attic/wall interfaces using caulk, foam, or 
equivalent material. Either apply  sealant directly between sheetrock and top 
plate or to the seam between the two from the attic above.
 Construction adhesive shall not be used 

Top plate to drywall 
connection sealed from attic 
with foam sealant. 

A 



5.2.4 

Fibrous insulation is not an air 
barrier and cannot be used to 
air seal openings. 

Rough opening around windows & exterior 
doors sealed with caulk or foam 23 

Rough opening around 
window has been filled with 
low-expansion foam to air 
seal. 

B 



5.2.7 

Air leakage path in a common 
wall. 

In multi-family buildings, the gap between the drywall 
shaft wall (i.e.,common wall) and the structural framing 
between units fully sealed at all exterior boundaries 

Approved common assembly  
installed. 

A 



5.3.2 

Attic access panel does not 
have an insulation cover 
installed. 

Attic access panels and drop-down stairs equipped 
with a durable ≥ R-10 insulated cover that is gasketed 
(i.e., not caulked) to produce continuous air seal when 
occupant is not accessing the attic 24 

Attic access hatch has been 
properly insulated by attaching a 
fiberglass batt, gasketed, and 
opening has blocking. 

B 



•  Missing insulation 

•  Missing air barrier 

•  Gaps between air barrier and insulation 
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Most misalignments are one of three types 

Conduction 

Convection 

Insulation 

Air barrier 

Cooler interior 
surface 



•  No Discussion = No Benefit  = No increased value, only 
increased cost. 

•  How can we convey the above ideas to buyers in a way 
that they can understand? 
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Benefits of Air Barrier Alignment 

Warmer interior 
surface 

Conduction 
Convection 

Insulation 

Air barrier 



•  Know your audience, ask questions about their 
existing home.  Understanding the Building Science 
will help you explain why your new home will be 
more comfortable than their existing home, or non-
certified new homes. 

•  Comfort  
•  “Air Sealing” = “Draft Stopping” 

•  Use Props - Wall mock ups!  Granite countertop vs rigid 
insulation to demonstrate conduction.  

•  Excessive air infiltration causes humidity issues and 
inconsistent temperatures across rooms and floors. 

•  Ice dams and icicles are primarily a draft stopping 
issue, explain this. 
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Explaining the Benefits of Air Barrier 
Alignment 



•  Use the checklist as a sales tool. 

•  Third party testing and verification = 
Confidence 

•  Don’t forget about the marketing tools 
available through ES and FirstEnergy 
Programs  
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Certification and Air Barrier Alignment 



•  Become an ENERGY STAR Partner 

•  Order ENERGY STAR Marketing 
Brochures 

•  Access My ENERGY STAR Account 
(MESA) for: Co-Brandable Brochures, 
Banners and the ENERGY STAR 
Consumer Video 
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ENERGY STAR Sales Tips 
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ENERGY STAR Sales Tips 
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ENERGY STAR Sales Tips 
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Poll 



FirstEnergy’s Energy Efficient New Homes Program 
•  Builder incentives  

•  $400 per unit + $0.10/kWh in projected savings 

•  Eligibility 
•  Located in service area of a FirstEnergy Utility 

•  Certificate of Occupancy Dates: 
•  FirstEnergy Ohio utilities: after March 23, 2011  

•  Met-Ed, Penelec, and Penn Power: after October 28, 2009  

•  West Penn Power: after June 1, 2013  

•  15% more efficient than 2009 IECC (or relevant code when 
permitted) 

•  ENERGY STAR certification 
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FirstEnergy New Homes Program 
Requirements – Review 
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FirstEnergy Incentives – Review 

Estimated Incentives 

>$1,000 $550 $775 

These incentive amounts are not guaranteed. Incentives vary by project. 



ENERGY STAR:  

www.energystar.gov/newhomes  

DOE Challenge Home:  

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/residential/ 

Passive House: 

http://www.passivehouse.us  

Building Science Corporation: 

http://www.buildingscience.com/ 
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Resources 



Mechanical Ventilation  
A Breath of Fresh Air for Tight Homes 

Thursday, May 8 

Noon – 1:00 p.m. 
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The Next Installment 

Registration: https://www2.gotomeeting.com/register/348671346 


